
REASONS FOR OVERTURNING DECISION TO PLEAD GUILTY TO THE CHARGES OF

 "WILLFULLY PROMOTNG HATRED"

I did not sincerely plead to the charges because of:

DEATH THREATS:

Death threats were made by one known Antifa member,( a known terrorist organization with probable criminal 

connections) and several other anonymous people who had been making similar comments online ,that if I was 

incarcerated I would 'commit suicide' and other veiled threats regarding 'particle beam weapons' used on other

people such as Alfred Shaefer. Proof of these threats is available in the form of screenshots from various 

interview videos I have conducted (contained below);

SURROUNDING CONTEXT OF EVENTS (refer to the legal case journal below):

These death threats and ongoing vulgar comments and email harassment added to the mental anguish I have 

suffered under for the past one and a half years having also been put under curfew the entire time being made 

to feel like a prisoner or criminal.

This general climate of persecution that had occured in the town made me fear for my life. The general 

animosity on the part of many of the residents-eg.rude staring; nasty comments; sabotage and spying by 

government employees also had convinced me that these threats should not be taken lightly. For more details 

read the journal of events below.

PUBLIC OPINION:

I have decided to have my decision overturned because I do not admit to having publically incited of hatred or 

having willfully promoted hatred

1)

consulted after the decision with others who stated it would harm free speech for me to plead . Also becasue of

the fact the media associating the plea of guilty with an admission that I acknowledged what I have been 

charged with as a legitimate crime or moral transgression which I don't. The guilty plea being reported on in the

context of firearms suggesting a connection and I did not know this could be shown to the public: this defamed 

my reputation and others who allegedly promote a similar message;

2)

living in this climate of persecution by people in town (especially christians) who behaved hostilely towards me 

bacause of media defamation of my character. This contributed to my being under constant stress that with the 

trial coming upon me abruptly (I did not know until the last few days that the trial would only be confined to 

one or two days at most but assumed I had more time and that the trial would extent even as long as into May 

and April. This based on the notification of the lawyer)led to my making a hasty decision;



LEGAL ISSUES REGARDING THE CASE:

1)

Having to make a decision on the spur of the moment, the Crown having presented the 'plea bargain' within 

only a day of trial and during the time the trial was to take place presenting a modified version upon my arrival 

which created confusion;

2)

Because of this I did not have sufficient time to properly consult with lawyer or other outside parties to gain 

critical perspectives which have led to my desire to retract the plea;

3)

I was advised by others after the fact that the messages were not 'hate' as to qualify as such it had to be more 

extreme and I was advised by others who have knowledge of the legal system that the punishment was 

excessively onerous given the alleged crime

4) 

I didn't know what the crown was seeking in terms of punishment after the matters related to the firearms was 

set aside;

5)

the judge was jewish and i was sure he would convict given probable bias and his reputation as a hanging judge;

the prosecuting attorney was also jewish and was brought in from Calgary;

6)

the lawyer represented the local appeal court as typically upholding prior decisions and thus convinced me that

an appeal would be vain and on this basis I anticipated not being given a fair trial if the jewish judges' decision 

was appealed



 

 



 



LEGAL CASE JOURNAL OF EVENTS AUGUST 2018-SEPTEMBER 2019----plea to be set aside

-Arrested outside of the Medicine Hat Alberta Provincial building after I had finished having a counselling 

session with mental health counsellor [jeremy ahern ](I was in counselling as an implied condition of my 

continuing receipt of welfare which was threatened to be cut off by my welfare case worker). Police rush up to 

me shouting in a rapid way "loki-hulgaard-you're-under-arrest-for-public-incitement-of-hatred!" as they 

accosted me. I was uncertain what was going on at first and simply froze.

-police take approx $327 cash as evidence which cash was stamped in permanent marker ink with the above 

mentioned messages

-I comply with police who take me to the station (~11:15AM)

-call legal aid, a lawyer referral service, and speak to (((michael dietrich))), a lawyer who sayss he will arrange 

for a bail package. Told to call again later. Kept in cell.

-call legal aid again and secretary refers me to [greg white], lawyer, and I stated I wanted the previous lawyer. 

(((greg white))) is ‘apparently’ travelling through Calgary and can’t respond. I am told to call again.

-Interrogated by constable [eric marshall]. Upon advice of legal aid secretary (previous) make only minimal 

statements explicitly stating that I had/have no intention of harming anyone and that the guns were merely for 

survival

-Kept in holding cell.Attempted to contact legal aid but to no avail. Cell guards/police claim they are working on 

a bail package.

-eventually, after approximately 24 hours(during which time no sleep was had) am granted a hearing via phone 

in the cell with (((greg white))), crown prosector and judge who had all agreed that bail should be $4,000 after I 

informed them I had no money. (((greg white))) represented events in a false light claiming I had held up the 

money (with stamps on it) in the face of the safeway clerk (who was jewish) which was false. 

-This is the reasons why I didn’t want [greg white] to represent me in the case which lawyer was later offered to

me and nearly forced upon me by legal aid

-Eventually I was released Thursday August 2nd at 1930 (0730 PM)

-Upon being released I concluded that the world as it was was unworthy of living in and given the forces aligned

against free speech and the survival of white people (given that simply communicating that one’s kind is being 

subject to genocide) is prohibited and entails/amounts to ‘hate’ and is considered a crime led to my decision to 

attempt suicide. Also the difficulty of obtaining meaningful or any employment given the employment equity 

act and mass non-white replacement immigration.

-I took preparation to commit suicide via cutting my wrists. This failed in the first attempt and I made another 

attempt but this was also ineffective as the blood congealed. I then looked upon this as a sign that I should live 

and that I was in error in attempting suicide. I called the EMS at `1315. The police arrived at `1325/30(?) prior to

EMS, two officers, a phillipino and a White Male. The phillipino officer [presumably knowing of my being 

charged with a (((hate crime)))] was quite coarse and confrontational and told me that if I wanted to commit 



suicide that I had to cut a different area of my anatomy which he demonstrated ,probably encouraging me to 

reattempt.

-EMS arrived shortly thereafter and escorted me to the 'social work hospital'/emergency room and had 

bandaged me prior to the trip. I was checked in and the jewish security guards and nurses were gossiping about

me while I was waiting for a doctor which took a fair while. A jewish female doctor or nurse was spending her 

time bragging about her vacation and property to another jew in the adjacent room periodically looking over 

her shoulder into my room in a cheeky and insolent way and neglecting their duty

-I had an interview with the jewish psychiatric nurse (((Candy))) who I told the issues and explained I had no 

hatred of jews. She stated, perhaps enticing me to reattempt suicide, that "you never know what happens after 

death". She was professional in her behaviour and sought the involvement of the psychiatrist on staff who 

turned out to be

jewish, who interviewed me and I again explained that I had no hatred of jews but was simply attempting to 

alert people to what was going on via propaganda

-I was not (to my surprise) detained or put on suicide watch as, though I instructed the psychiatrist I had no 

intention of repeating the incident I was contemplating it throughout the time of my stay and told her explicitly 

that if I had to spend any time in jail I would starve myself to death. The South African doctor did a competent 

job in sewing up my wrists which I had cut with a razor blade.

-I was released and told by one of the jewish nurses to take a bus home even though I didn't know what my 

location was in terms of how to return home. I explained this to a jewish nurse(who had presumably overheard 

my conversation with the psychiatrist) and she appeared angry and finally gave me a voucher for a cab. In the 

cab I spoke to a driver about the incident and he stated that I probably wouldn't go to jail as he himself had 

been inside and appeared knowledgeable about the legal system. This gave me confidence for the future and 

dissuaded me from possibly making a repeat attempt at suicide.

-After this (`2000/0800PM, Friday) the police attended my residence and I assisted them in taking all of my 

'weapons' which was a condition of my probation (items included: knives and collapsible batons as well as an 

aluminum baseball bat-all of which I had in my possession for personal protection with the exception of kitchen 

knives). I had to use razor blades to cut vegetables subsequently as I was prohibited from having any knives.

-After this time I had left chronicling the events for a few days. However various strange incidents had inclined 

me to make a journal to serve as a record of the corruption of the legal system and government to release to 

the public.

-Aug 20th 0200AM: awoke to urinate and observed out of the upstairs window a nondescript large white van 

parked across street with lights on. When I approached the windows to peer around the trees for a better view 

it drove away.

-Aug 21st 1145AM: spoke to psychiatrist [eva kaul] who reported to me that my counsellor[ jeremy ahern] had 

said the police had told him that my mother told them that I had cut the heads off birds at one point in my life, 

apparently within my adult years, which is false. I called my mother later who denied making such a claim and 

having ever spoken to the police about this legal case and myself.



-Aug 30th 0930AM: arrived at court. jewish media guy follows behind me and stalks me once I leave the 

courtroom calling out my name after I walk in front of him after opening the door to him. He follows me for 

awhile to the library adjacent to the courthouse.

-My jewish welfare case worker (((krystal coveny))) reduces my benefit amount by $100 per month to $586 on 

the grounds that I am living with family, though $300 of this is

allocated towards rent. However this was known to her prior to my arrest and being publicized in the news 

media.

-Sept 2nd: contact legal aid requesting out of province lawyer that is refered to me by )))Paul Fromm(((, 

http://cafe.nfshost.com/ the Canadian free speech activist and which lawyer is a practicing criminal defence 

lawyer who is a specialist in the field. The opertaor behaved in a contentious manner claiming that the Alberta 

lawyers (available via legal aid) are just as good but begrudgingly files my request.

-Sept 10th: no response from the prosecuting attorney respecting the ITO ("information to obtain")

-Sept 11th: I make further attempts to obtain the "information to obtain" document related to my case and all 

are unsuccessful as previously (over the few weeks prior to this point- from the point of ordering the disclosure 

with the information to obtain on the 17th of August). All requests for the ITO from the court clerk, the 

prosecution attorney's office in Medicine Hat and special prosecution attorney's in Calgary are disregarded by 

them all of whom claim that the only way to obtain it was with the disclosure(police report) and when I 

explicitly stated it could be obtained seperately they refused to address the issue:

1) the court clerk refering me to the prosecuting attorney's office in Medicine Hat; 2) the latter referring me to 

the special prosecutor's office and 3) the special prosecuting attorney's office refering me to the local 

prosecuting attorney's office and refusing to answer my question whether the ITO could be obtained seperately 

form the disclosure and my request for it. The secretary also claimed they would forward my request to the 

prosecuting attorney.

Sept 12th: legal aid never returned call. Contacted again and spoke to supervisor who said the issue was 'black 

and white' and that they wouldn't pay for an out of city lawyer (travel expenses). Called again later but no 

response available.

Sept 13th: contacted the special prosecution office and the operator stated I had been given the wrong number

by the crown attorney's office in Medicine Hat. Forwarded me to the prosecutor's office and requested from 

the assistant of one [heather morris], the prosecuting attorney the "information to obtain"(ITO). The assistant 

stated that the ITO had been sealed and that they had to unseal and review it and would then give it to me in 

the disclosure. I contacted the legal aid office and they stated they would call back after I informed them that 

an outside party had expressed a willingness to pay travel expenses of the prospective lawyer [James Lowry of 

Winnnipeg] who I informed them was a non-biased lawyer who I trusted

Sept 18th: legal aid denies my request to engage an out of province lawyer whose travel expenses would be 

paid by a third party



Sept 20th: court adjournment to Oct 17th. I wait 1.5 hours for basic forms for a hearing to reinstate my firearms

license even though the court clerks were minimally occupied throughout and because they didn't know what 

they were doing, and had to read a manual on the subject and then call various people,etc.

Sept 25th: spoke to counsellor [jeremy ahern] today who showed me the youtube videos of myself and that 

youtube had-or some outside hacker had- configured the site to play the "Divine Firearms Rights" video that I 

had made when all other videos were attempted to be played, this presumably as a means of associating me 

with firearms and in the public mind with violence. This strange anomoly suggested I was being hacked or 

monitored

Sept 30th: recorded show with )))Andrew Carrington hitchcock(((. Uploaded to youtube but video was taken 

down a few hours later

Nov 7th: informed judge at court that I was interested in engaging a non-lawyer representative which 

previously the duty counsel [ian baird] informed me was possible and who was familiar with my case. The judge

denied this was possible and stated that given it was an indictable offense I could not engage a non-lawyer as 

my counsel. I informed the judge that I would seek legal aid assistance. The prosecuting attorney also imposed 

via the judge an obligation on me to "take down posts" from the internet in order for me to obtain additional 

disclosure otherwise the crown would withold it.

Nov 21st: Police detective [paul taylor (badge #307)] of the community intelligence team spoke to me outside 

of the court house about the (((Robert Bowers))) synagogue shooting incident probing for information to 

implicate me as a terrorist. I informed him of the obvious fact that it was a false flag operation:

(reference: https://zigforums.com/thread/12559259/politics/robert-bowers-exposed.html) .

I had the previous week filed a request to review the judgement of legal aid in hopes of engaging counsel of 

choice from out of province. Informed judge of situation which was adjourned again. The same police officer 

spoke to me again attempting to glean information about my complying with 'taking down posts'. I informed 

him that I was unaware of which posts were being refered to. He further probed to find out about my job status

presumably in response to a formal complaint lodged against me to the welfare department headquarters in 

Edmonton in hopes of getting me cut off and driving me into extreme hardship by one [lauren froment].The 

claim was that I was

'misuing' my benefits. This redksin antifa local had been harassing me online and making implicit death threats 

to me. This person who is working with a jewish harassment organization operating under the cover of 'human 

rights' etc. had obtained my email, physical address etc.

-Dec 11th: Was contacted via legal aid who stated that no outside 3rd party funding could be contributed for 

lawyer fees (travel expenses) and which same was offered by the fee speech activist )))Paul Fromm(((. For this 

reason, they claimed, I couldn't receive my counsel of choice [James Lowry]. I was presented with the 'option' 

of being given whatever lawyer legal aid chooses or nothing. I opted for the lawyer.

The Journal entries between Dec 11th 2018 and the Summer of 2019 has gone missing. The following is an 

attempt to recall particulars that had occured subsequent to Dec 2018



-The Royal Bank of Canada (Canada's largest bank) sends me, its client, a letter claiming that they are 

terminating my bank account without any definite reason. I attempted to find out why via customer service and

spoke to an officious, arrogant oriental minority hire receiving nothing but a robotic broken record response 

and a refusal to provide a reason for this decision. I speculate this was related to the case and according 

to )))Karin Smith((( of the South Africa Relief project, http://www.safrpsa.org/,  is what has been happening in 

South Africa to prevent conservatives from preserving their assets and even transacting financially.

-When conducting an interview with )))Brian Ruhe((( on his youtube channel had the video garner thousands of

hits and which was then taken down after 2 and a half hours. The video was reuploaded to bitchute a youtube 

alternative. After this a redskin female by the name of [lauren froment] had made copious death threats over 

the ensuing months making subtle allusions to knives and putting forth pictures related to violence against me 

in an indirect and implied way. Also I recevied other comments from a couple of other people (stalkers) who 

made more death threats and stated that I would commit suicide in jail thereby implying that that is either 

what they know will be attempted against me (murder portrayed as a suicide) or would seek to bring it about

-A subsequent court date around the month of late January 2019 led to another incident in the waiting room of 

the court. I was speaking to another person when the redskin [lauren froment] who I had never seen before 

approached me and said abruptly in a hostile tone: "Do I look like I have a hooked nose!" I was surprised as I 

had never seen the person before and informed them in a calm voice that I had no idea what they were talking 

about. They persisted in their belligerent rudeness and I then stated in neutral tones that I would inform the 

sherrifs which I did and they intervened. My then lawyer, a young liberal named [james rouleau] took over my 

representation in that instance and I then left the courtroom at his advisement

-This legal aid lawyer had assisted in the overturning of a decision in the nearby city of Lethbridge, Alberta of a 

Christian organization that assisted fags in returning or converting to heterosexuality preventing this 

organization from offering this service and thereby facilitating the liberal agenda (unable to find source). He 

also defended a paedophile teacher in the nearby province of Saskatchewan 

(https://edmonton.citynews.ca/2019/01/22/alberta-teacher-jailed-after-admitting-tochild-pornography- 

offences/) and was initially to my mind in spite of these obvious glaring problems, concerned with the 

preservation of free speech. Having no alternative but known jewish lawyers I contracted for his servies as my 

counsel.

-At this point I had not yet seen the full disclosure (police report) which contained all of the information 

regarding the case from the perspective of the prosecution called 'the crown' in Canada, and the reason 

adduced by the crown was that I had 'posted the disclosure on the internet' and that the crown representative, 

a fat jew named (((bradley farrel))) had requested I take it down to which I had agreed at that time, being 

subtley put under duress in the court room and not entirely understanding what "not continuing to post it on 

the net" meant whether this statement refered to posting on social media or otherwise. The reason for the 

decision on the part of the crown was that a prior case in Toronto entailed a publication of disclosure (police 

report) at a party and this allegedly caused domestic strife for one of the parties spoken of in the disclosure of 

that case thereby damaging their reputation. This soap opera-like event was probably contrived by the cabal to 

set this legal preedent deliberately. On this flimsy pretext the crown denied me the ability to receive the 

remaining half of the disclosure which had become available posterior to the inital disclosure which was put on 

the net at the website www.freespeechcanada.net



-I was given a meeting with the lawyer [james rouleau] in around late February over one and a half month's 

after retaining him as counsel, and he spoke briefly about the case and what was had on me stating in a jocular 

manner that he 'didn't agree with my views'

-perhaps around a month later the false flag shooting of (((Brandon Tarrant))) occured which occured on Easter 

an occult holiday, apparently sacrifice season in the cabal's pagan worldview:

https://lighthascome.com/2019/03/15/sacrificial-month-of-march-watch-falseflag-new-zealand-mosque-

shooting-exposed-must-watch/.

After leaving the gym one day I was accosted by a group of police cruisers who stopped me and requested to 

see the 'notice of recognizance', a list of my bail conditions that I am forced to carry around every time I exit my

residence. They attempted to elicit convesation from me but I was incommunicative beyond passive compliance

and politeness

-Another incident occured of this nature with police observing me walking on the street and then waiting at the

bottom of the hill for me. I attempted to avoid them as I was uninterested in an encounter with them. However,

after walking along a path over a river and coming out at the other side I encountered yet another pair of police

cruisers waiting for me and at that point I gestured to them and I was asked if I was loki hulgaard by one of the 

police and failing to respond quickly out of nervousness he requested my notice of recognizance which I then 

produced.

-Around this time, given the proximity of the town (Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada) from a N.A.T.O airforce base

(Canadian forces base Suffield) I was having military and police helicopters flying over my residence over the 

roof so that I could only see them if I pressed my face up to the glass given the obtuse angle. It should be 

mentioned that I had also been followed around the town prior to my arrest by military and police helicopters 

which followed me from one side of town to the other presumably observing me. On another instance a 

strange looking military craft with a transparent radar nose cone flew directly over my residence at low altitude,

a small house. I had suspected I was being monitored for some time given my alleged propaganda activities 

which I would relate in another section/document if it were not imprudent to do so

-I attended around mid March 2019 another metting with the lawyer to review what he claimed was a 

'statement of facts' that the crown had drafted up which was a de facto confession and which I have been 

prohibited from posting online or sharing with anyone else or I am considered to have violated my bail 

conditions and am thereby subject to a $4,000 fine and/or jail. I stated I would look at the document and took it

away with me.

-I then had another meeting with the lawyer and stated that I was unwilling to sign the document as the 

emotive language entailed commitments to things I had not done and motives I did not have (eg. "...the 

accused willfully promoted hatred by spreading messages..."). Also it must be noted that I was not given 

adequate exposure to the disclosure and the lawyer simply read off parts of it that related to the 'statement of 

fact'. The lawyer stated that he would return to the crown and that the latter would draft up another version.

-A few weeks later this was done and the language was substantially the same. I stated that that was the case 

and therefore unable to sign the document. At this point the lawyer stated that that was all he could do for me 



and that it would be best to part ways given that I had given him information that would prove injurious to my 

case. I then had to inform the court of this and was left to seek another lawyer.

-In my opinion the previous lawyer had failed in his duty of care to me for:

1) misrepresenting a confession as a 'statement of facts' and claiming that the penalty if convicted at trial could 

and most likely would be significantly worse if I didn't sign thereby attempting to pressure me into signing it.

2) that the lawyer was possibly in collusion with the crown prosecutor as I overheard him speaking to the crown

in the hallway in mocking tones about me and the case (a "we've go a live one here" type of tone)

3) He didn't give me adequate exposure to the disclosure but just read it and gave me glimpses.

4) He stated at the beginning of the case that he didn't want to go to trial but would if he had to thereby 

demonstrating a less than neutral stance

5) that if I insisted upon seeing/requesting the disclosure again I could 'find myself another lawyer'

-In around mid June I had forgotten to check in at the police station on Friday during business hours which was 

one of my bail conditions. The next week I attempted to check in as before and I was told by the clerk that I 

would 'have to speak to a police officer' who then escorted me to the jail cell. I was kept in the cell for 12 hours 

without any food which I would have declined anyway and during the course of this time approximately 9-10 

hours in a belligerent youth was brought in to the adjacent cell who was ranting in a loud and artificial sounding

voice(almost as if he was acting out a script) about 'white nazi police' and 'christian nazis' and how they wanted

the 'oil in Iraq', etc. I told him to shut up and that noone wanted to hear his opinions and he eventually went 

quiet. I heard nothing from him past this point and forgot about the incident until after my release when I 

speculated that he was probably planted in the cell to elicit some type of incriminating statements from me. 

This has also happened to me prior to my arrest in this town where a plant was installed probably as a means of

trapping me into making statements that would provide grounds or evidence for further investigation into 

myself. While in jail the second time the crown attempted to hold me in the cell and have me moved into the 

remand center for multiple days while they decided whether I should be considered to have violated my bail 

conditions and that whether this was sufficient grounds to either jail me until trial or charge me $4,000 for 

violating the conditions. Eventually the judge via phone in the cell called for my release. At this point also an 

arab had been brought to an adjacent cell named <<<mohammad>>> and was given kid glove/red carpet 

treatment speaking to an interpreter for over 30 minutes of arabic jabber. Eventually after a very short while he 

was released perhaps under 2 hours. The double standard treatment by J.O.G of Whites and non-whites is clear 

in this instance.

-At another time shortly after this (one month later) before September 11th (an occult date numerologically) I 

was to plead 'guilty' or 'not guilty' to all charges, the jewish woman at the foodbank I attend said cryptically and

in a sinister tone of voice while staring at me in a subtley aggressive manner "winter's coming Loki" and 

repeated that statement as if it were some kind of curse. The next time I attended the foodbank after I 

managed to avoid pleading on the charges she was put out seemingly. The jews in the community seem 

unsettled, probably given the possibility of the case being thrown out owing to the statute of limitations. I infer 

this from their aggitated behavior.



I should point out that the crown's position regarding the case and the crown prosecutor's actions specifically 

(((heather morris))) suggested to me the following:

1) they were attempting to rush things and claimed that they wanted to beat the February 1st 2020 statute of 

limitation deadline (18 months from time of charges on August 1st 2018)

2) the judge stated it was 'my fault' that my lawyer quit as i was the defense and he was my counsel though the 

crown said that 'it is arguable' meaning it wasn't very convincing that it was my fault

-The court had wanted at this time a 'pretrial hearing' which could have entailed my revealing information that 

may have and most likely would have amounted to an admission to the court of having done what I was alleged

to have done at least in their eyes. I managed to obtain another lawyer in time and this is where things stand as

of the end of September 2019 where I am legally obligated to plead 'guilty' or 'not guilty' to the charges and 

select the type of trial: jury or no, court of queen's bench (federal) or provincial. This is Oct 9th 2019.

Further additional events occured beyond general hostility and animosity:

-having my photo taken at a stop light by a man with aviator shades and a crew cut from a nondescript SUV

-At one time I went to the Medicine Hat College to workout and was followed throughout the building by 

security and upon leaving was followed by a campus security vehicle off property then. maintainng visual 

continuity, the private security company Procomm which had followed me around the town on several other 

occasions. 

-This also occured in the case of being followed around the town by other nondescript, this security company 

and the cab company 'Care Cab' which appeared to me to be keeping me under surveillance. Though taxis are 

ubiquitous the pattern of a cab being seen then being crossed by anondescript vehicle and Procomm vehicles in

a standard surveillance procedure suggested to me I was being monitored. THis has been the case off and on 

throughout the last one and a half years, somtimes a Care Cab being parked outside of my house driving away 

when I came out.



Legal Case Journal of Loki hulgaard Fall 2019-Winter 2020:

Oct 2nd 2019:

1000AM:

meeting wiht lawyer Michael Gilchrist in the local library. Spied on throughout the interview by the jewish staff 

who were walking around the isloated room and hovering around outside. On a few occasions I got up abruptly 

and deliberately showed myself and they attempted to scatter siply exposing themselves. 

Oct 9th 2019:

Attend court to plead 'not guilty' to all charges extensive discussion with lawyer who agrees that there is much 

corruption in the legal system. Lawyer will attend preliminary hearing with crown prosecutor in 3 weeks. Antifa 

stalker Lauren Froment appears in court

2020:

Trial dates supposedly set for February 20th, March and possibly into April. As the date came around I was 

informed that the trial would only be a few days held sequentially.

Feb.19th 2020:

One day prior to the trial I was presented by the crown a plea bargain                                                                            

(see below 'ATTACHMENT 1') which gave me options to plea guilty in exchange for avoiding custody. As far as I 

knew at the time the crown was seeking 2 years custody(jail time).

Feb.20th 2020:

At the day of the trial I had assumed the trial was the day after and received a call from the lawyer stating that 

it was in 20 minutes and that I had to attend. I hurriedly dressed and attended court. While there I consulted 

with the lawyer who stated the crown had a modifeid the plea bargain from the plea day. I was upset at the 

time because of the immediacy of the circumstances and being fearful of incarceration given the death threats I

had received. I thus considered the plea bargain and after about 30 minutes of vacillation decided to plead 

guilty. I discuss the error of my guilty plea and my attempt to have it overthrown in the below document (see 

'ATTACHMENT 2')

After I had left the court I was relieved to have been able to avoid jail and yet after waking the next day felt that 

it had been a mistake especially as i found out later that I could be put into protective custody which might have

reduced the probability of my being assassinated in jail. I thus understanding that I had not plead guilty with 

sincerity but out of fear or apprehension of my possible demise or injury, decided to withdraw the plea and 

have the decision overturned. I was advised by my lawyer that I would have to part ways with him as there 

might eb a conflict of interest, his testimony possibly being needed in the overturning of the decision

   



Feb.22nd:

I observed the next day or after this that the media had been smearing me stating that I had been passing 'fake 

money' implying that I had passed counterfeit currency which had not been a charge in the case at all. This was 

in the Toronto Star and other major news media such as the Calgary Herald. I left some comments stating that I 

had plead not guilty only becasue of the death threats I had received.

March 2nd:

I was contacted by a reporter from VICE Mack Lamoreaux who claimed he wanted to interview me about 

it(email exchange see 'ATTACHMENT 3'). His questions are clearly loaded question and he reveals himself as an 

unoffical agent of the state in his attempt to extract potentially incriminating statements from me. I conducted 

the phone interview within and throughout he kept attempting to make claims that I was a 'white supremacist' 

and various loaded questions. He spoke of a website and tried to ferret out information that could definiteively 

prove that it is mine. I did not affirm that nay website was mine and yet sent him an article that was on that 

website and which he had refered me to and thus knew of which convicingly proved that his attempts to 

associate white identity politics with terrorism are false. 

March 3rd:

The next day I contacted legal aid to obtain a new lawyer for the case and legal aid communicated to me that I 

had another charge on my file for 'breach of a condition' almost certainly implying that I had been informed 

against by Mack Lamoreaux and was considered to have contravened one or more of the nebulous conditions I 

had apparently agreed to though the case had not yet gone to sentencing.



ATTACHMENT 3

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE between Mark Lamoureaux and Loki Hulgaard

>>>                         Mar 2, 2020, 07:22 by mack.lamoureux@vice.com:

>>>

>>>                             Hi Loki, 

>>>

>>>                             My name is Mack Lamoureux, I'm a reporter with VICE Canada. I'm working on a small story

about your guilty plea.

>>>

>>>                             I was wondering if this account is yours https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?

id=100041716822731 and the statement: "I have plead guilty predominantly because of death threats I have 

received that were used as a means to coercing me into accepting the plea bargain. If I were jailed I feared for 

my life" is one you stand by. 

>>>

>>>                             Furthermore, you had a large collection of firearms—including some with the serial number

scratched off—what was the reasoning for having that stockpile? Lastly, is there any other comment you would 

like to make in regards to the guilty plea?

>>>

>>>                             Thanks for your time. If I could receive comment by 11 pm MST that would be ideal. 

>>>                             Regards,

>>>                             Mack 

>>>

>>>

>>>                             MACK LAMOUREUX

>>>                             Senior Reporter, VICE.com

>>>

>>>                             VICE Canada

>>>                             78 Mowat Ave,

>>>                             Toronto ON, M6K 3M1



>>>                             t: 780-504-8369

>>>                 Mar 2, 2020, 15:33 by mack.lamoureux@vice.com:

>>>

>>>                     Hi Loki, 

>>>

>>>                     Thanks for getting back to me. Sadly I'm out of the office at the moment and I'm not going to be 

able to do a phone call until later. That said, if you have the time and would be willing to answer my questions 

on here, they are as follows: 

>>>

>>>                         How long have you been in the movement?

>>>                         Can you tell me about when you were charged?

>>>                         Why did you accept this plea deal? 

>>>                         You said you were being threatened, can you go into detail about that? 

>>>                         What are you expecting to happen at the sentencing?

>>>                         You've made a lot of propaganda about white supremacy in the past, including the stamped 

bills you got charged for. Are you still creating that kind of work? 

>>>                         Speaking of that propaganda, is all the work on http://the-struggle.net/ yours? 

>>>                         Many of your writings and images you create imply that violence against the jews may be 

necessary. Do you believe this to be true? 

>>>

>>>

>>>                     Thanks for taking the time to respond. If that doesn't work for you, I can possibly give you a call 

later. 

>>>

>>>                     Regards,

>>>                     Mack 

>>>

>>>

>>>                     MACK LAMOUREUX



>>>                     Senior Reporter, VICE.com

>>>

>>>                     VICE Canada

>>>                     78 Mowat Ave,

>>>                     Toronto ON, M6K 3M1

>>>                     t: 780-504-8369

>>>

>>>

>>>                     This e-mail transmission may be legally privileged and contains confidential information that is 

the property of the sender and the organization (VICE STUDIO CANADA INC. & VICE MEDIA INC.) for which the 

sender represents. If you are not the intended recipient and have by accident received this email, please do not 

retain, disclose, reproduce or distribute the contents of this e-mail transmission, or take any action in relevance 

thereon or pursuant thereto.  Please notify the sender of the error by responding to the email accordingly in a 

timely and reasonable fashion otherwise failure to do so may cause legal action to be taken.  

>>>                     Thank you.

>>>

>>>

>>>                     On Mon, 2 Mar 2020 at 17:13, <canadianrenaissance@tuta.io> wrote:

>>>

>>>                         I would be willing to conduct an interview if you have the time. I think it essential that the 

information gets out, in the interest of free speech and public safety.

>>>                         Loki Hulgaard

           Mar 2, 2020, 15:44 by mack.lamoureux@vice.com:

>>

>>

>>                 Sure, let’s chat.

>>

>>                 What’s the best number to get you on? 

>>



>>                 On Mar 2, 2020, at 5:37 PM, canadianrenaissance@tuta.io wrote:

>>>                 I would be willing to speak anytime. Let me know if you are interested.

>>>                 Loki

Hey Loki,

It shouldn’t entail too, too much—I just have a quick question for you. 

When we spoke last night i brought up www.the-struggle.net and also sent it to you. I noticed that since we 

talked it was pulled down. Was this your website? 

Thanks for your time.

Regards,

Mack

On Mar 3, 2020, at 6:15 PM, canadianrenaissance@tuta.io wrote:

> Hi Mack. What would that entail?

>

> -- 

> Securely sent with Tutanota. Get your own encrypted, ad-free mailbox:

> https://tutanota.com

>

>

> Mar 3, 2020, 13:17 by mack.lamoureux@vice.com:

>



>     Hi Loki, do you have time for a quick follow up?

>     MACK LAMOUREUX

>     Senior Reporter, VICE.com

>

>     VICE Canada

>     78 Mowat Ave,

>     Toronto ON, M6K 3M1

>     t: 780-504-8369

>

>

>     This e-mail transmission may be legally privileged and contains confidential information that is the property

of the sender and the organization (VICE STUDIO CANADA INC. & VICE MEDIA INC.) for which the sender 

represents. If you are not the intended recipient and have by accident received this email, please do not retain, 

disclose, reproduce or distribute the contents of this e-mail transmission, or take any action in relevance 

thereon or pursuant thereto.  Please notify the sender of the error by responding to the email accordingly in a 

timely and reasonable fashion otherwise failure to do so may cause legal action to be taken.  

>     Thank you.

>

>

>     On Mon, 2 Mar 2020 at 18:23, <canadianrenaissance@tuta.io> wrote:

>

>         Sounds good I'll be waiting. Here is an article you might find interesting given the nature of the content 

you have posted on vice regarding 'neo-nazi' terrorism (see attached, I have copied it from the website you 

referenced)

>         Loki
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No. 190027466P1

IN THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF ALBERTA

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF MEDICINE HAT

BETWEEN:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

-and-

LOKI HOLGER HULGAARI)

AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS PERSUANT TO S. 655(1XC)

Pursuant to section 655 of the Criminal Code of Canada, the accused, LOKI HOLGER

HULGAARD (hereinafter "the accused"), hereby admits, with the consent of the Crown,

the following facts for the purposes of this sentencing:

1. Between May 14,2018 and July 31, 2018, the accused willfully promoted hatred

by spreading messages of hate in Medicine Hat, Alberta. On two occasions the

accused applied stickers stating "Immigration: White Genocide" and

"immigrantwatchcanada.org" to the front doors of Saamis Immigration Services

and other buildings in the area.

2. On one occasion the accused placed pamphlets for Kingdom Identity Ministries

on multiple parked vehicles that contained white supremacy speech, including

that all non-White races should be segregated from the White race, and race-

mixing is an abomination in the sight of God. As well, the pamphlets stated that

"homosexuality is an abomination before God and should be punished by death."

The pamphlgts also contained the website "kingidentity.com;" this website

contains information about White supremacy, that Jewish people are children of

Satan and an evil race, and states that homosexuals should be punished by death.

3. On one occasion the accused placed stickers stating "Immigration: White

Genocide" and "immigrantwatchcanada.otg" on the doors of the Westminster

United Church.

4. On one occasion the accused placed a sticker stating "Immigration: White

Genocide" and "immigrantwatchcanada.org" on a church sign in front of St.

John's PresbYerian Church.

5. On July 3I,2018, the accused entered Safeway and made a purchase using four

$5 bills that were marked with an ink stamp stating "Jews = ESAU Jewish White



6.

2

Genocide." The accused displayed the bills to the clerk so the clerk could see the

stamps. The clerk was disturbed by the stamped message and contacted Medicine

Hat Police. Police officers attended Safeway and obtained photocopies of the

stamped bills. An officer also viewed the Safeway CCTV of the male passing

these bills and identified him as the accused.

On AugUst l,2Ol8, the accused was arrested for promoting hatred. A search

incident to arrest of the accused's backpack found sixty-three $5 bills and three

$20 bills; the $20 bills were stamped in ink with "www.thezog.info Jewish White

Genocide," and the $5 bills were stamped in ink with "Jews : ESAU Jewish

White Genocide." "Jews = Esau" references that Jewish people are Esau the son

of Isaac who is blamed for creating the Jewish people. "Jewish White Genocide"

refers to the Jewish people taking over the white race.

Pursuant to a judicially authorized search warrant, on August 1, 2018, Medicine

Hat Police searched the accused's residence. Police found a significant amount of
literature that was from the internet, handwritten, or contained on stickers and

documents. The literature related to various groups supporting hate, anti-Jewish,

anti-immigration, White power and White law. There were numerous computers,

tablets, and data storage devices seized. Also found was:

a. A page of uncut stickers stating "Immigration: White genocide" and

"immigrantwatchcanada.org" - these matched the stickers left on

Saamis Immigration Services, Westminster United Church, and St.

John's Presbyterian Church;

b. A red bag containing "Immigration = White Genocide" and the star of

David with writing "fake Jews" stickers, and leaflets stating "stop

immigration" and "stop White Genocide" and website information;

c. Kingdom Identity Ministries pamphlets - these match the pamphlets

found on vehicles;

d. A blue bag with stamps that were used to mark the bills and pamphlets

from the Kingdom Identity Ministries - these match the bills and

pamphlets found on vehicles and passed at Safeway;

e. A hand drawn posters depicting a male bombing buildings, laminated

r4ce cards and religious information;

f. Pages with handwritten notes relating to Kingdom Identity Ministries;

g. $1920 in $20 and $50 bills stamped in ink with "www.thezog.info

Jewish White Genocide" - these matched the bills that were passed at

Safeway and the bills found on the accused during arrest;

h. In a red tool box in the upstairs closet was a black bag containing a

Ruger .22 callber semi-automatic rimfire rifle, stored with a boxof .22

caliber rimfire ammunition;

i. In the basement, the following was located:
. Two Simonov SKS 7.62 caliber semi-automatic rifles with the

serial numbers ground off, stored wtth7.62 caliber ammunition

for the rifles;
. Weatherby 12 gauge pump action shotgun, stored with a scope

and ammunition for the shotgun;

7.



. Bag containing four high capacity magazines with pins

removed to allow for more than 5 rounds to be inserted which

are prohibited devices, and 2 regular magazines;
. Ammunition box containing 1200 rounds of 7.62 caliber

ammunition for the SKS rifle;
. Two ammunition boxes containing .22 callber, 12 gatge, and

7 .62 callbre ammunition;
. The Certificates of Analyst pertaining to the firearms and

ammunition will be marked as EXHIBIT 2.

8. The above four firearms found in the accused's residence did not have trigger

locks and were not locked or secured in any way. All of these firearms are non-

restricted firearms.

9. On August 2,2018, the accused was released from custody. On August 3,2018,

police attended the accused's residence. The accused left a document he had

handwritten for Cst. Marshall which was entitled "manifesto." A copy of this

manifesto will be marked as EXHIBIT 3.

10. The accused was issued a Possession and Acquisition license (PAL) on Aprll29,
2013, under the name Brendan Stanley Dell. The accused changed his legal name

to LOKI HOLGER HULGAARD on May 26,2016, however he never changed

the name on his PAL accordingly as legally required. The accused did not hold a

valid PAL on August 1, 2018.

ALL OF WHICH IS AGREED TO:

' This Day of May,2019, atCalgary,Alberta.

LOKI HOLGER HULGAARD
THE ACCUSED

JAMES ROULEAU
COIINSEL FOR THE ACCUSED

HEATHER MORRIS

CROWN COTINSEL
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IN THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF ALBERTA

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF MEDICINE HAT

BETWEEN:

HER MAJESTY THE QI]EEN

-and-

LOKI HOLGER EULGAARI}

AGREEp STATEMENT OF FACTS PERSUANT TO S. 655flXC)

Pursuant to section 655 of the Criminal Code of Canada. the accused. LOKI HOLGER
HULGAARD (hereinafter "the accused"), herebv admits, u,ith the consent of the Crown,

thc fbllor.ving lacts fbr the pulposes of this scntcncing;
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accuscd applied stickers stating "Immigration : White Genocide" and
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and other buildings in the area.
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on nrultiple parked vehicles that contained lvhite supremacy speech, including
that all non-White races should be segr:egfied from the White race. and race-

mixing is an abornination rn the sight of God. As u.ell. the pamphlets stated that

"homosexuality is an abomination befbre God and should be punished by death."

The pamphlets also contained thc r.vcbsite "kingidentity.com:" this website

contains information about White supremacy, that.leu,ish people are children of
Satan and an evil race, and states that homosexuals should be punished by death.

3. On one occasion the accused placed stickers stating "Inrmigration : \\&ite
Genocide" and "immigranfwatchcanada.org" on the doors of the Westminster

United Church.
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ALL OF WHICH IS AGREED TO:

This Day of Mav, 2019, at Calgary. Alberta.

LOKI HOLGE,R HULGAARD
THE ACCUSED

JAMES ROULEAU
COI.INSEL FOR THE ACCUSED

HE,ATHER MORRIS

CROWN COIINSEL



STALKERS who have made death threats

stalker comments in order of severity/importance:
3) angel from the bottomless pit

https://www.bitchute.com/video/EnVSULBmLplt/

1) lauren froment

https://disqus.com/by/laurenfroment/

https://disqus.com/by/laurenfroment/following/   (what channels it is following; pro white audiobooks 

especially)

2) sam downer

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Kl2zqvFFlh8/

See below for additional information about these individuals



William (Bill) Orr Mulligan
canadian orthodontist d. 2006

spook bitch is either -

Dr. Lois Mulligan of Kingston, ON (married Robert McCleave) 

or *Dr. Jane Mulligan of Niwot, CO (married Dr. Greg Grudic) 

based on search of canadian orthodontists d. 2006

Jane Mulligan 

90% sure it's this one based on their claims of "hacking"

also says "you canadians" & uses anonymous email

jane.mulligan@colorado.edu

University of Colorado Boulder, Computer Science

Research Assistant Professor

likely has new occupation 

Received Jean Elder Award at UBC in 1996

Lois Mulligan



mulligal@queensu.ca

613-533-6000 (ext.) 77475

Pathology & Molecular Medicine

Faculty



 froment's posts here: https://disqus.com/by/laurenfroment/

video prooving Lauren Froment's antifa affiliation:

- https://mega.nz/#!skkgBAyJ!zwin8LGP_GjILVFczazV3pb1xrHRi-4aQEl70K-xaQk



LAUREN FROMENT (see video of her at an antifa gathering below link)



froment's posts here: https://disqus.com/by/laurenfroment/

video prooving Lauren Froment's antifa affiliation:

- https://mega.nz/#!skkgBAyJ!zwin8LGP_GjILVFczazV3pb1xrHRi-4aQEl70K-xaQk



IMPLIED SUICIDE THREATS







another stalker (who apparently had knowledge of my whereabouts and observes me---screenshots 

available):

N1ghTm4r3 <alexa-beatty@tamboured.preundertook.top>

What the ƒuck are you doing, pedophile ?

WAKE UP canadianrenaissance@tuta.io!

Do you really think it was some kind of joke or that you can ignore me?

I can see what you are doing, pedo.

Stop SHOPPING and fucking around, your time is almost over.

Yea, I know what you were doing on Saturday. I am observing you.

Btw. nice car you have got there.. I wonder how it will look with big

'PEDOPHILE' stickers..

Because you think you are smarter and can disregard me, I am posting the 4

videos I recorded with you masturbating to kids right now. I will upload the

videos I acquired along with some of your details to the online forum. I am

sure they will love to see you in action, and you will soon discover what we

do with pedophiles like you.

If you do not fund this bitcoin address with 5.000 USD by next Friday, i

will contact your relatives and everybody on your contact lists and show

them your pedophilia recordings.



The bitcoin price changed since I last contacted you, here are the new

transfer details:

=====================================

Send:

0.49193254 BTC

to this Bitcoin address:

33b9qk5yaskJ7qRWTA3zBivFic23RoPdmL

=====================================

There are many places you can buy bitcoin like Bitstamp, Coinbase, Kraken

etc. Register, validate your account, buy 0.49193254 BTC and send to my

address - 33b9qk5yaskJ7qRWTA3zBivFic23RoPdmL - copy it and paste.

5.000 USD - 0.49193254 BTC.

If you want to save yourself - better act fast, because right now you are

FUCKED. We will not leave you alone, and there are many people on the groups

that will make your life feel really bad, you fucking pedophile.

N1ghTm4r3



N1ghTm4r3 <dereksnellen120@hayride.defacing.xyz>

I know you are a pedophile..

Yeah. I know you are a pedophile.

Actually I know way more about you than you think.

I am a computer scientist (internet security specialist) with affiliation

with the Anonymous group.

Few months ago you downloaded an application.

That application had a special code implanted purposely.

Since the moment you installed it, your device started to act like a Remote

Desktop I was able to access anytime.

The program allowed me to access your desktop, your camera(s), your files,

passwords and contact lists. I also know where you live and where you work..

I was observing you for quite some time and what I have collected here is

overwhelming.

I know about your sexual preferences and your interest in young bodies.

I have secured 4 video files clearly showing how you mɑsturbate (captured

from your camera) to young teenagers (captured from your internet browser).

Glued together is a pretty overwhelming evidence that you are a pedophile.

The timestamps on the video files indicate the exact time you have been

mɑsturbating to teenagers:



Canadianrenaissance_tuta_io_1564482367.mp4 (105.0 MB)

Canadianrenaissance_tuta_io_1564152497.mp4 (11.1 MB)

Canadianrenaissance_tuta_io_1560986769.mp4 (11.7 MB)

Canadianrenaissance_tuta_io_1561251748.mp4 (83.5 MB)

I am not here to judge the morality of your sexual preferences, I am here to

make money. Because I know you are a wealthy person and that you do care

about your reputation, I am willing to gίve you a chance to atone and I

will leave you alone.

You do know what Bitcoin is, right ?

You must fund a special address with 5,000 ÙSD in Bitcoin, otherwise, I am

going to seƞd those video files to your family members, friends and your

work buddies.

I know it may be time consuming to buy 5,000 ÙSD in bitcoin, so I will

gίve you exɑctly one week. Search on google 'how to buy bitcoin' and seƞd

it to me.

Enough is enough. I have seen enough..

If you do not Ѕeƞd the bitcoins in one week, I will also Ѕeƞd those

video recordings to your local police office. Your life will be ruined,

trust me. Ƭrɑnsfer details are below..



--------------------------------------------------------

Ѕeƞd exɑctly:

0.4919423 BTC

to my bitcoin address:

3MKPG3bZwWKXE5q7rZQPWAtVpEy1G983rT

(copy and paste)

--------------------------------------------------------

1 BTC is worth 10,185 ÙSD right now, so Ѕeƞd exɑctly: 0.4919423 BTC.

Make sure the amounț and address is copied correctly - this way I will know

the trɑnsfer is coming from you.

As soon as you seƞd bitcoins, I will remove the videos from my drive and

remove the software allowing me to access your device.

If you do not cooperate, I will start seƞding out those videos to people

you care about.

Not excluded that after seƞding to one person, I will ask 10x more from

you. I can make you suffer, trust me.

Don't even think about going to police. If you try, I will immediately know

it and I will Ѕeƞd them your mɑsturbation videos, pedo.



5,000 ÙSD is a fair price for my Ѕileƞce don't you think?

You have only one week & better act fast.

--------------------------------------------------------

Ѕeƞd exɑctly:

0.4919423 BTC

to my bitcoin address:

3MKPG3bZwWKXE5q7rZQPWAtVpEy1G983rT

(copy and paste)

--------------------------------------------------------

Do not reply to this email, it's an untraceable one time message.

I will contact you.

Remember, I am watching you.

N1ghTm4r3




